RIPLEY BRIDGE CLUB QUIZ 2017- ANSWERS

This year the charity is the Motor Neurone Disease Association.

1. Were the workers in a local factory in this Bond film? (DAD) Die another day
2. Did this novelist send a letter from Senlac Hill? (NM) Norman Mailer
3. Young cows moo, young pigs grunt, young sheep shush. (TSOTL) The silence of the lambs
4. Where Charlie turned back. (SB) Swarkestone Bridge
5. Space between the rings. (CD) Cassini Division
6. Behind the net, sounds like the otters have no home. (HE) Holte End
7. Spirited game. (GR) Gin Rummy
8. Found in the ocean and within barnacles. (SC). Sodium chloride
9. Irascible Tempe. (ST) Short tempered
10. Is this film about buying and selling fish? (TP) Trading places
11. Idle waitress in the middle of the table. (LS) Lazy Susan
12. They provide food for angry William. (SP) Scots pine
13. Once was shed 14B. (KT) Kentish Town
14. Once used to light the stage. (CO) Calcium oxide
15. Trevor’s crossing of a letter. (PA) Pontcysyllte Aqueduct
16. Watch and record celebrity welcome. (TT) Ticker Tape
17. They need it to be tense on the top. (WB) Water boatmen
18. Lit up the sky in 1997. (HB) Hale Bopp
19. Was this song about the invisible man? (AN) Ain't Nobody
20. Does he deliver our groceries from the supermarket? (VM) Van Morrison
21. You could get this if you miss the B1. (BB) Beri Beri
22. Used to be a cheap mode of transport. (PF) Penny Farthing
23. Shirley’s name when playing tag. (BD) Big Daddy
24. Poet, a French one circles all bases. (HR) Home Run
25. Part of a city where the stones don’t roll. (MS) Moss Side
26. Lime is behind and offside. (TM) Third Man
27. Made of bronze in the first public park. (FB) Florentine Boar
28. Sweet father with money. (LP) Lolly Pop
29. Using 14 to determine age. (CD) Carbon Dating
30. Footballer known as "one size". (FH) Fitz Hall
31. Course of headers and stretchers. (FB) Flemish Bond
32. Was this fortified for the beast? (BC) Bolsover Castle
33. Sickness caused by going round bends. (CD) Caissons Disease
34. Our industrious queen. (BL) Busy Lizzy
35. Police using out of date legislation. (OB) Old Bill
36. Extinct reptile observed from the parsonage. (B) Brontosaurus
37. Fast vegetable. (RB) Runner Bean
38. Old spots cost 21 shillings. (GP) Guinea Pig
39. Guardian takes a tumble in South America. (AF) Angel Falls
40. Look and looked is first class. (SS) See Saw
41. Was this Rams player Sir Michael Caine's relative? (GM) Gary Micklewhite
42. Paintings of Adam and Eve shouldn't have included them. (BB) Belly Button
43. Fountains of water in Wonderland. (AS) Alice Springs
44. Curse the vacuum cleaner. (HD) Hover Dam
45. Noah went to the forest for his supplies. (GW) Gopher Wood
46. Pullover straight from the shop. (NJ) New Jersey
47. It is false that she is your mother's mother. (GK) Granny Knot
48. Heard when the police pass by. (DE) Doppler Effect
49. It's all over Mr. Vydra is a friend. (CM) Check Mate
50. KS, KH, 6S, 6H, 6D does not leave much room. (FH) Full House
51. They sound very pleased in the West Country. (CC) Cornish Chough
52. Played on one leg north of the border. (HS) Hop Scotch
53. Monument erected in praise of this insect. (BW) Boll Weevil
54. Food with a less fattening centre. (RD) Round Doughnut
55. Californian girl with a white beard and a red cloak. (SB) Santa Barbara
56. Was listening to this band tortuous? (IM) Iron Maiden
57. He taught us how to spell Keynsham. (HB) Horace Batchelor
58. He doesn't sound popular, but his pal was smarter than the average. (BB) Boo Boo
59. Popular programme that is over when the fat lady sings. (SO) Soap Opera
60. Runs out of money near St. Mary-le-Bow. (BL) Boracic Lint
61. Wilson's alpha and beta detector. (CC) Cloud Chamber
62. Bledelgnatue represents one of his singles. (BD) Bob Dylan
63. Liberal in Derby invented this for health and safety. (PL) Plimsoll Line
64. Home of the iron. (GP) Glanford Park
65. Does this make the point when sorting books? (DD) Dewy Decimal
66. Perhaps her daughter had a Granny Smith. (GP) Gwyneth Paltrow
67. He carries his customers away. (TD) Taxi Driver
68. Six number sixes bonded together with six number ones. (BR) Benzene Ring
69. Drink in the habit of feeling sad. (BN) Blue Nun
70. Did not win near Liverpool despite its name. (SP) Sans Pareil
71. You could park on the corner, miss a chance and speed up here. (FS) Fleet Street
72. They are yellow and Sir David Attenborough has three. (BM) Boaty McBoatface
73. Penny the French girl is feeling sensitive. (LT) Legal Tender
74. Do they provide the leather to keep Gorgeous's trousers up? (BG) Belted Galloway
75. No longer on board in 2016. (MW) Mrs White
76. Home of a Derbyshire family who sound comfortably relaxed. (RH) Renishaw Hall
77. Try wearable sort of drink. (BW) Barley Water
78. Sound denial that this water can be closed. (LN) Lough Neagh
79. The French Connection. (CT) Channel Tunnel
80. Black mother's sister runs away to get married. (SA) Sable Antelope
81. Town where people live underground seeking no mates. (CP) Coober Pedy
82. Are they useful when it rains on the Lancashire coast? (FM) Fleetwood Mac
83. Delivered shortly after Little Boy. (FM) Fat Man
84. Looks like someone has sat on this packet of cigarettes. (PC) Passing Cloud
85. Paintings showing how Mr. Hogarth has improved his lawn. (RP) Rakes Progress
86. The comedy play Adoadoadoadoadoadoadoadoadoado. (MAAN) Much Ado About Nothing
87. Local writer and poet was born here. (VS) Victoria Street
88. Did this number 1 hit have any lyrics or music? (SOS) Sound of Silence